
July 2020
In July’s newsletter you can read about places club members have been
fishing.  Jim Tornillo’s emailed fishing reports have been a big hit! If you are looking
for a fishing partner, send such a request through the newsletter! There is also news
about conservation projects, club history, and fish identification.  Mary has a
president’s message and a book review. Have a laugh reading about fishing
mishaps - and you are invited to share some of your own.  Send them to the editor
for future newsletters.

Allan Craig

President's Message - Mary Nishioka

In spite of the closures and lack of club events, many members of the club have been very busy working
on your behalf - so there is a lot to cover this month.

Zoom Meetings:
Our first Zoom General Meeting is scheduled for Wednesday July 8 at 6pm. Not at the Clubhouse but in
the comfort of your home. So pour yourself the beverage of your choice and click in.



You are invited to a scheduled Zoom meeting:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83010645588?pwd=TkpIRFpGY0F4ZkNrYXhnSm1GZWd3dz09
Meeting ID: 830 1064 5588
Password: STFF

Space is limited; once we reach 100, no more seats are available.

Our featured speaker is Sam Sedillo from TU. Sam works for TU in California as the Public Lands
Coordinator out of the Truckee office. Sam will be presenting how Tu staff and grassroots are leading
projects to conserve, protect, and restore trout and salmon fisheries throughout California. Specifically he
will be speaking about TU's work in Northern California centered around salmon and steelhead. Sam will
also be discussing how to fish two of the rivers that TU invested in; the Truckee and the Little Truckee
Rivers.

Our second Zoom meeting will be on August 12 and will feature Andrew Harris of Confluence Outfitters
and the topic will be Fishing the Lower Sac Without a Bobber so mark your calendar.

The Fly Shop and STFF Club Discount:
Some of our members have said that they were unable to use the STFF 5% discount earlier this year. The
problem has been resolved and current members can give their name at checkout and the discount will
be applied. Note that the discount does not apply to store specials, sale items, guides, private water,
schools, camps or travel services. For members who have not renewed for 2020, showing your old name
badge will no longer work, you will need to be on the 2020 member list.

A note on the discount that is being offered; I moved up from the Bay Area a couple of years ago and we
had lost most of our fly shops. The Fly Shop in Redding charges fair prices, provides excellent service,
has been very generous to our club and we want to support them and make sure they stay in business. I
used to own two small retail stores and know how difficult it can be, even more so this year. I have made
a personal decision not to ask for the discount even though The Fly Shop is happy to give it to club
members. Just saying.

Jim Tornillo's Fishing Reports:
Jim's reports are sent to club members frequently
and they are receiving rave reviews. Jim needs
your recent fishing information so please email
him at james.tornillo@gmail.com

Technical difficulties caused Carl Aronson's
picture to be omitted from the last report so it is
included here with apologies to Carl.

FFi Zoom Meetings and Tutorials

Our club is a member of FFi and many members have
also joined as individuals. FFi offers some of the best
how-to tutorials for fly casting, fly tying, and fishing
techniques via their website and weekly Zoom meetings.
You can access their website through the link below. I
encourage you to explore the site for a plethora of
valuable information.

Fly Fishers Internationalflyfishersinternational.org

Open Events:
Fishouts - Jim Tornillo
Manzanita Lake July 10 canceled
Shady Cove, Oregon September 21 - 24 Sue & Art Agnew still scheduled
Upper Sac October 7 with Ron Saiki still scheduled
Lewiston Lake November 7 with Benson Kanamoto still scheduled
Lower Sac (wade) with Alan Jones still scheduled
Note that the above are all tentative and Jim will advise closer to fishout date.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjqzLaboK3qAhXwJTQIHaA9AN4QFjAAegQIARAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fflyfishersinternational.org%2F&usg=AOvVaw1pYbfBqpz95hqdGE_mopFE


james.tornillo@gmail.com

Fly Casting - Jim Wigington
Jim will be offering one day classes including FFI Casting Challenge.
pjwigington@gmail.com

Beginning Fly Tying - Tom Taylor
Classes start October 13 through November 17 at the clubhouse.
Class size is limited and sign up is required.
tmtaylor321@gmail.com

Intermediate Fly Tying - Jim Gunderson
Jim will start classes in October. Limited number of participants and sign up is required.
jmgunderson51@gmail.com

Rod and Net Building classes are suspended until 2021.

Fish in the Classroom - Allan Craig
Schools are deciding what they can and will offer for 2020/21 school year.

Fly Fishing 101- Gerry and Richard Martin
July class canceled.
October 24 class is still scheduled. Class is limited and sign up is required.
gerry.martin70@yahoo.com

Masks aren't exactly comfortable,
but neither are bras,

and a good portion of the population
wears those regularly

for far less important reasons.
anonymous

Conservation - Trout Unlimited
Along with the Department of Fish and Wildlife and other organizations, the local chapter of Trout
Unlimited is considering a number of projects such as enhancements on urban creeks. Small mountain
streams with native red band trout would benefit from in-stream pools and adding cattle exclusion fencing.
Volunteers can help with creel surveys and tagging projects in wild trout waters.  

Middle Creek (excerpts from proposal by Michael Caranci and Andrew Harris): Our project proposal for
Middle Creek includes a partnership with Trout Unlimited, the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, and the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife. 
The project focuses on the sediment pond adjacent to Middle Creek Road, just upstream from Highway
299 West.  These ponds, formed by an old roadway, fill in annually with sediment from runoff.  This
sediment restricts stream flow, while simultaneously limiting the alluvial flow of imperative spawning
gravel.  
Our plan for 2020 is to bring in heavy equipment to remove the sediment buildup.  Crystal Creek
Aggregate has offered to donate their help by providing an excavator and dump truck, operated by their
professional and licensed staff.  And they have agreed to take the sediment removed from the stream at
no cost.  
The ideal time to conduct the project is in the late summer (August/September).  There are no fish
spawning in the river during this time.  And the creek is low enough to allow access to the equipment.

Some members of Trout Unlimited checked out
Squaw Valley Creek which flows along the road to
McCloud Reservoir just south of the town of



McCloud.  The purpose of the tour was to see if
there was potential to enhance the fishery. It is
managed as “Wild Trout” water, with a two fish
limit.  Much of the upper stream is on private
property with limited access.  There is however
several miles of public water at the “Cabin Creek”
trailhead.  

At that access is a Department of Fish and Wildlife
angler survey box, along with a notice crediting
Shasta Trinity Fly Fishers for their assistance in
providing the signs.  Survey records indicate the
rainbow and brown trout tend to be small, with half
under 6 inches.  Maybe there are large fish
present that just don’t want to be caught?  The
wading would be a bit of a challenge, but the
scenery and solitude is rewarding. There is also a
good trail for taking your dog on a walk. 

Paraprosdokians

Nancy Leslie forwarded these paraprosdokians. Winston Churchill was a fan of paraprosdokians so
Nancy keeps good company and I like saying paraprosdokians.

1. Where there's a will, I want to be in it.
2. The last thing I want to do is hurt you ...but it's still on my list.
3. Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until you hear them speak.
4. If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.
5. We never really grow up -- we only learn how to act in public.
6. War does not determine who is right, only who is left.
7. Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.
8. To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal from many is research.
9. I didn't say it was your fault, I said I was blaming you.
10. In filling out an application, where it says, "In case of an emergency, notify... I answered "a doctor."
11. Women will never be equal to men until they can walk down the street with a bald head and a beer
gut, and still think they are sexy.
12. You do not need a parachute to skydive. You only need a parachute to skydive twice
13. I used to be indecisive, but now I'm not so sure.
14. To be sure of hitting the target, shoot first and call whatever you hit the target



15. Going to church doesn't make you a Christian, any more than standing in a garage makes you a car.
16. You're never too old to learn something stupid.
17. I'm supposed to respect my elders, but it's getting harder and harder for me to find someone older
than me.

Mishaps
A little know fact is that  “Murphy” was a fly fisher.  He also owned a boat.  After
experiencing yet another fishing/boating mishap, he coined the now famous law of
Physics:  “Murphy’s law- “What can go wrong, WILL go wrong”.  Have any such stories you
would be willing to share?  Please send the write up to the editor (Allan Craig) for future
publications. 

PIT RIVER ADVENTURE
BY: JIM MURPHY (a distant relative of the more famous physicist “Murphy”)

By the mid ‘80s Mike Mercer and I had had a lot of fun—and success—when we’d fished the Pit
River, most of the time around Power House 4, or the Deep Creek campground.  As we would
drive along the canyon, going from one place to the other, would look longingly at the river in the
canyon below.  
We thought about climbing down, but it looked daunting and so we never did.  
One day, I don’t remember which of us, thought about taking my Avon raft and drifting through
from Sandy’s Place to Deep Creek.  Sandy’s Place was a spot Sandy Watts loved at the top of the
canyon.  If you ever fished there with Sandy, you know you’d inevitably arrive well before sunrise
and have to wait until light to find your way down—sometimes up to thirty minutes.  Well, not
these two anglers, we put in at a civilized hour.  
The fishing was as good as we hoped.  Many colorful and fat Pit River Rainbows came to
hand.  The Isonychia were active, and in those pre –poxy back days a size 12 Black AP worked
wonders.  If this had been one of my teenage hunger filled back packing trips where I counted on
catching fish for my dinner, I would have eaten well.  One of the advantages of a raft was being
well stocked with food including a pie and watermelon and other various goodies.
And with the raft, we also had all the equipment we could ever need-at least one extra rod apiece
As the day went on, along with the great fishing we learned much more about the Pit. There are
many tranquil pools, however between those were fast moving stretches interspersed with
boulders ranging from softball size to some as large as a Volkswagen bug.  Floating through the
pools was certainly no problem, but maneuvering between those others?  Let’s just say floating
became lifting and carrying.  Overall we were really enjoying ourselves, and for a while this was
sort of funny, but then not so much. It became old and less fun and more work.
In a canyon, as all of you well know, the sun goes down quickly.
We could be in direct sunlight, round a bend and find deep shadows.  We begin to check our
watches, started giving thought to how far we still had to go.  We decided we should stop fishing
for a while and just float and take in the scenery along with lifting and carrying the raft over the
various boulders placed in our path.  Darkness began setting in.

Then we went over a “little” drop.  The raft paused for a second and water began pouring in at the
back.
We were able to drift a short distance further with the raft partially filled, but had way less
control.  Quickly my $1,500 Avon raft (a luxury purchase for me at that time) slammed into one of
the VW sized boulders and wrapped around.  Things were falling in, things neither of us wanted to
part with, such as  at least one of the Scott Rods.  I vaguely remember the watermelon floating
away, don’t know about the pie.  

We were trying our best to free the raft, but although the water was not over our heads it was
over the top of our waders—not ideal.  To avoid becoming anchors we ripped holes into our Seal
Drys.  We couldn’t free the raft, we were no match for the force of the flows; our only alternative
was to leave it, carry what we could, and climb up the canyon—the climb we were trying to avoid
in the first place.  Of course by this time it was dark; I don’t remember any moon.  Climbing up
was quite an ordeal, a lot of crawling and finding hand holds to make any progress.  Thoughts of
rattlesnakes, bears and other creatures passed through my mind many times. 
After we finally made it to the road the next question was which of our cars was the closest.  Do
we go back to the vehicle where we started, or the one at Deep Creek.  We decided to each go
separate ways and see who got back first. We met back in the middle right about where we
climbed out. In order to reach the Deep Creek campground there was a fairly long walk on the



road before crossing the river then walking back up stream.
About midnight we got to a payphone, remember this was in the days before cell phones.  I called
Carol knowing that she would be worried but I woke her up.  She was used to us getting back late.
I told her we were ok but the raft “sort of sunk”.  Her main concern was that I’d left behind our
expensive raft.  We were newlyweds then and $1,500 was a lot of money for us.   I guess she
didn’t know anything about the “ordeal”.
Well, we did finally make our way home—a little later than planned.
We went back a couple of days later to rescue the raft.  The flows must have decreased during
that time and it wasn’t wrapped around that boulder any longer, but was floating free where we’d
left it, probably less than a quarter mile from our take out spot.  Got back in and completed our
float trip. 
I’m glad we made the trip (Carol’s not too sure).  After all, when all is said and done, it was
exciting; we had epic day fishing, and we certainly have a story.

"The best fisherman I know try not to make the same mistakes over and over again; instead they strive to
make new and interesting mistakes and to remember what they learned from them."  
-John Gierach "Fly Fishing the High Country”

Next months “What Can Go Wrong, Will go Wrong”  boat stories?  Bad Karma- they deserved what
they got!!

Dumb Luck and the Kindness of Strangers

John Gierach is one of my all time favorite authors
and I have a copy of every book he has written
except for fly tying and rod building which I don't
do. My favorite book of Mr. Gierach's is "Standing
In a River Waving A Stick" and I have read it many
times. I took my copy to a book signing that John
did at the Sports Show in San Mateo many years
ago. We had a nice conversation and he agreed
that, although his favorite book was always the last
one written, my favorite was also one of his. All
was going will until I inadvertently punched him in
the stomach.

His current book pictured on the right is similar
format to the others; each chapter is about an
event, type of fish, fishing trip, people he's met,
favorite flies and rods. John's writing style is spare
and elegant. It's a conversation with your best
friend. You might want to read a little more slowly
because his jokes appear and then are gone in a
sentence and you don't want to miss them.

Mary Nishioka

Know Your Fish: Largemouth, Smallmouth, Spotted Bass

Bass are a great fly rod fish. Various flies and
techniques can work, but the most fun is on the
surface with poppers.  Top water is usually best in
the warmer months, and at low light times of the
day.  The three species in Shasta County are
generally found in different habitats.  For spotted
bass think Shasta Lake where they were
introduced in the 80’s. They are expanding their
territory, however, maybe helped along with illegal
transport and stocking in other waters. A good
place to find smallmouth bass is in some of the
warm water creeks.  In creeks they tend to be
smaller on average, with an occasional large fish
mixed in. Some lakes such as Trinity and Almanor
have a lot of 2-4 pound smallmouths.  



For a while the state record came from
Trinity.  Both spotted bass and smallmouth like
rocky structure, but for largemouth think cover.  A
lake or pond with trees, brush, tules, etc. could be
good largemouth habitat. 

Depending on the type of water you fish, you
would have a good idea of which bass specie you
have on your line.  Once in your hand, how do you
know for sure?  Both largemouth and spotted bass
have  big mouths!  There are a number of
differences such as a notch in the  dorsal fin of
largemouth, and spots usually have a tooth patch
on the tongue. 

Another way is to  check the jaw when the fish’s
mouth is closed.  The maxillary (upper jaw)  of a
largemouth extends beyond the back of the eye,
while that of a spotted bass does not go past the
eye.  The jaw of a smallmouth does not extend
past the eye either. Smallmouth have vertical
barring along the sides and often have more
brownish coloration, which is why they are
nicknamed “bronzebacks”. 
Allan

Current state records: Largemouth 21 pounds,
Smallmouth 9 pounds, Spotted bass 11 pounds

Matching:  Can you identify which are largemouth,
smallmouth, and spotted bass?  

YouTube Library
Since we are unable to get out and 'Flog the Water' here's a few casting tips in these short videos that will
help most of us improve our casting. 

Casting Farther | Tips on Shooting Fly Line
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHixVqiKPKI

Tip and Video to Build a Long Distance Fly Cast - Start With a Rod Tip Raise
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEH7D8Iq0bk

How to Perfect Your Forward Cast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeaSFaegnKM
 
And here’s a bonus item. Thanks Jeff Lorelli for sharing this.- Hank Patterson's
Think Like A Fly!
https://youtu.be/YyGEqeWtnWs

How To Tie The Uni Knot [Quickest & Easiest Way] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtCKGnZwOb0

Best 5 Fishing Knots For Connecting Fishing Lines
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_72BbxuDKRM

Non Slip Loop Knot – Use when stripping streamers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MGTgvAvm64

Tight Line Nymphing | Best Nymphing Technique ! ( also called European Nymphing)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nt4CHDRuIQA

For you trout only folks, There is also a lot of great Bass fishing in California. Check these out. 
How to Catch BIG Largemouth Bass On Top with Flies!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXiXaAG8WD4

Bass Fly Fishing Tips & Techniques - Red Truck Fly Rod - Explore California
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psd8jG1rb0Q

And if you are brand new to fly fishing I recommend starting with this video from Orvis. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHixVqiKPKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEH7D8Iq0bk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeaSFaegnKM
https://youtu.be/YyGEqeWtnWs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtCKGnZwOb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_72BbxuDKRM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MGTgvAvm64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nt4CHDRuIQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXiXaAG8WD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psd8jG1rb0Q


Basics of Fly Fishing With Tom Rosenbauer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ne3rRyfs3Mc

Bob Shoberg, Fly Casters San Jose
.......><)))o> .. ><)))o> 
...><)))o>...><)))o>

STFF Club History 2008 - 2010

Club Presidents were Allen Slattery, Bill Lenheim, and Dick Recchia.  Meetings were held at the Shasta
County Library and dues were $30.  The 2008 banquet netted $9000. Fly tying seminars were held at
Good Times Pizza and coordinated by Stew Stewart, who also organized along with others the June
BBQ’s. Guy Manning and Woody Woodland taught beginning fly casting. Dale Huffman taught beginning
fly tying. Bary and Marsha Caranci followed by Jim Jensen edited the newsletter. Club breakfasts at
Country Kitchen began in January 2009.  Dick Recchia began bamboo rod building classes. Bill Lenheim
organized a spey casting program at the Barge Hole gravel bar. STFF and the Shasta Mayflies hosted in
Redding for the second time the annual conclave of Northern Council Federation of Fly Fishers.  Alan
Jones coordinated STFF volunteers for the event.  Creighton Smith coordinated the October Fly Fishing
Fair and Swap and Sell at Caldwell Park.  The club assisted “Casting for Recovery” for 200 participants at
Luk Lake (Rolling Hills Casino).

Programs:
Banquets were highlighted by Bob Madgic’s slide presentations of the previous years’
activities.  Presenters at club meetings included: Mark Rockwell, NCCFFF about conservation issues; fly
fishing Central Oregon lakes, smallmouth bass on the Grande Ronde, Fly fishing the delta, Upper
Klamath River by Craig Nielsen, Lake Almanor by Hal Janssen, Lewiston Lake by Benson Kanemoto,
Sacramento River stripers by Tony Buzolich, Carp fishing by Bill Marts, Fall River with Chris Parsons,
Heritage and Wild Trout by DFW personnel, Rocky Mountain states by Greg Dean, Czech Nymphing by
Steve Korbay, the Owyhee River, Eagle Lake, and others. 

Fishouts:
Some of the outings during that period included: Eagle Lake (15 anglers led by Jay and Glen Fair) , Delta
Stripers, 22 anglers at Baum Lake, Donner Hat Creek special- $55.00: McCumber (where  a Ginger Quill
was the hot fly!)  Rogue River campout, Lake Almanor campouts, Upper Klamath campout, Shasta Bass
outing with 24 members, Clear Creek, Manzanita. Guy Manning arranged trips to Baja, In 2008 there was
a monthly “Big Fish” award for the previous month’s fishout, and a “Biggest Fish of the Year” for each
species at the annual banquet.

Conservation Projects: 
The club awarded a $1000 scholarship to a Humboldt State graduate student in fisheries. The club
assisted a rescue project for fish stranded by receding waters, small stream fish passages were
monitored, the club assisted angler surveys, a study of Red Band trout genetics, and a Hat Creek electro-
shock study. 

Earl Johnston spearheaded two youth activities: one was the Trout in the Classroom program, initially
with three schools in 2010: Anderson Heights, Castle, and Manzanita.  There were 21 schools in 2019.
The second program was the DFW’s Kids Fishing Day(s) at the Mount Shasta Hatchery.  Over the years
thousands of kids have participated. On August 16, 2008, Cody Muse, (age 3) caught a 21.88 pound
German Brown. 

Allan Craig

"Doc" Graves - Fly Tye of the Year Award

When writing about the passing of Phil “Doc” Graves in March 1991 at age 81,  Chip O’Brien began with
the quote, “Like the sands of an hour glass…so are the days of our lives”. Doc was an institution in our
club. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ne3rRyfs3Mc


A fly fisher for over 65 years, he was a big-animal veterinarian in Idaho.  He was a gate-key carrying
guest on the famous Harriman’s Railroad Ranch. Later he was a chief inspector in the U.S. Department
of agriculture. 

In the club he was a generous contributor of flies to enhance the club treasury and a generous contributor
of flies to anglers he met on a steam or lake. Doc’s flies were “designed to catch fish”. He fished almost
exclusively sub-surface, and his favorite flies were mini-buggers, Griffith’s gnats, damsel-like nymphs,
and midge pupae. 

His rod was a beautiful 9-foot hand wrapped two weight, inherited from Marty Van Cott, the last rod Marty
built. He used a reel Marty had machined from a solid aluminum block. 

After a minor stroke he traded wade fishing in streams for lake fishing from a pram.  Some of us have
either made a similar trade, or our sore knee or hip joints are telling we need to do so!  Doc’s pram fit
easily in the back of his mini-pickup truck and he would fish 2 or 3 times a week. 

I never had the opportunity to fish with Doc but those who did tell about an end of the day ritual. A rum
cake would be shared equally among the anglers, including Eric Barham’s “Red Dog”.  By tradition all
would take the first bite simultaneously- called the “Rum Cake Salute”! 

To celebrate “Doc’s ingenuity, creativity, and spirit the club created the “Doc Graves Award” for fly tyer of
the year. At that time the newsletter was printed and mailed out 10 months of the year.  Each issue had
tying directions for a “Fly of the Month”, contributed by any club member with a pattern to share.  The
award was to go to one of the contributors during that year. 

Phil “Doc” Graves: Gone too Soon. 

Allan Craig

Choices by Trashfish Poet

If I had to be a fish,
A trout is not the one I’d wish,

Concerned that every bug I’d take,
Might well turn out to be a fake;

Spending days so ill at ease,
Viewing knobby wadered knees.

No!
I’d be a fish with lots of bone,

Homely, tasteless, drab in tone,
A fish that no one wants to hook, 

Hardly worth a second look.
So if a fish I had to be, 

The Pike Minnow sounds O.K. to me.


